
 

 

Doing a humanitarian act means to restore joy and hope to those who no 

longer feel them. 

Charitable people aim at: obtaining reward from Allah and drawing smile 

on faces of people in need. 

 

Alhaj M. Al Habbari’s business group doesn’t hesitate to help or provided 

humanitarian assistance for prisoners and other people in need. Recently, 

Al Habbari business group  has provided funds of YR 27 million for 

prisoners in Criminal Investigation Prison, and another four prisons in 

Amanat Al A’asima. 

 

We all know the critical humanitarian situation experienced in Yemen, 

which has reached its worst by 2016. All government facilities, specially 

prisons, are suffering deteriorating conditions; lack of vital assistance, 

health care items, food, hygiene items, electricity, and spreading disease 

due to lack of enough food, and shortage of hygiene materials, and not to 

follow cases of sick prisoners. 

Since 15 years prisons lacks for maintenance, thus the sewage flowed 

abundantly inside.  

 

National Prisoner Foundation launched a distress call for prisons, and as 

usual, Al Habbari business group was the first to respond and began to 

provide to jails the integrated Solar and food which was enough for six 

months, then it conducted a campaign of maintenance and cleanliness in 

prisons, in addition to providing all the cook equipment. 

 

The campaign restored electricity for prisoners behind bars, provided them 

a clean environment that protects them from diseases, offered them the 

food they need to continue their lives until they return to a life of freedom, 

and also provided the kitchens items to make prisons more suitable for the 

prisoners' lives. 



The campaign -crowned with great success- was considered as an 

additional achievement of NPF and Al Habbari business group. 

There are many prisons in Sana’a and other governance which need to 

similar campaigns. NPF plan to launch such campaign during the new year 

and is waiting for the donors to provide financial backing to contribute 

returning hope and smile on faces of prisoners and insuring a decent life 

for those who were behind bars deprived of liberty. 

 


